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The aim of this work is to present the development of a hybrid Brain-Computer Interface
(hBCI) which combines existing input devices with a BCI.Thereby, the BCI should be avail-
able if the user wishes to extend the types of inputs available to an assistive technology
system, but the user can also choose not to use the BCI at all; the BCI is active in the
background.The hBCI might decide on the one hand which input channel(s) offer the most
reliable signal(s) and switch between input channels to improve information transfer rate,
usability, or other factors, or on the other hand fuse various input channels. One major goal
therefore is to bring the BCI technology to a level where it can be used in a maximum
number of scenarios in a simple way.To achieve this, it is of great importance that the hBCI
is able to operate reliably for long periods, recognizing and adapting to changes as it does
so.This goal is only possible if many different subsystems in the hBCI can work together.
Since one research institute alone cannot provide such different functionality, collabora-
tion between institutes is necessary.To allow for such a collaboration, a new concept and
common software framework is introduced. It consists of four interfaces connecting the
classical BCI modules: signal acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction, classiﬁcation,
and the application. But it provides also the concept of fusion and shared control. In a proof
of concept, the functionality of the proposed system was demonstrated.
Keywords: brain-computer interface, hybrid BCI, electroencephalogram, open-source, common architecture
1. INTRODUCTION
Persons having severe motor disabilities for various reasons can
use a wide range of assistive devices (ADs) for managing their
daily needs as well as using them for communication and enter-
tainment purposes. The set of ADs ranges from simple switches
connected to a remote controller to complex sensors (e.g., mouth
mouse) attached to a computer and to eye tracking systems. All
of these systems work very well after being adjusted individually
for each person. However, there are still situations where the sys-
tems do not work properly, e.g., in the case of fatigue of residual
muscles. In such a case, a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) might
be a good option, using brain signals (most likely the electroen-
cephalogram, EEG) for control without the need for movement.
A“brain-computer interface is a communication system that does
not depend on the brain’s normal output pathways of peripheral
nervesandmuscles”(Wolpawetal.,2000).Itthereforeestablishesa
directconnectionbetweenthehumanbrainandacomputer(Wol-
paw et al., 2002), thus providing an additional communication
channel.ABCIitself containsanacquisitionunitforbrainsignals,
a signal processing chain (preprocessing, feature extraction, clas-
siﬁcation) and an application interface, driving the application
and providing feedback to the user. For individuals suffering from
severe palsy caused by muscle dystrophy,amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis (ALS),or brainstem stroke,such a BCI constitutes a possible
way to communicate with the environment (Birbaumer et al.,
1999; Nijboer et al., 2008; Kübler et al., 2009). BCIs can also be
used to control neuroprostheses in patients suffering from a high
spinal cord injury (SCI), for example by using Functional Elec-
trical Stimulation (FES) for grasp restoration (Müller-Putz et al.,
2005).
The aim of this work performed by the TOBI (Tools for Brain-
Computer Interaction1) developer group is to develop a hybrid
BCI (hBCI) which combines existing input devices with a BCI.
The BCI should be available if the user wishes to extend the
types of inputs available to an assistive technology system, but
1http://www.tobi-project.org
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the user can also choose not to use the BCI at all. Here it is of
importance that the BCI itself is active, which means online EEG
analysis is performed all the time. On the one hand the hBCI
might decide which input channel(s) offer the most reliable sig-
nal(s) and switch between input channels to improve information
transfer rate, usability, or other factors. On the other hand the
hBCI could be used to fuse various input channels.
The idea of having a hybrid solution is not entirely new. In a
recent work by Pfurtscheller et al. (2010), an overview of existing
hybrid BCIs is given. These BCIs have in common that they all
combine a BCI with another BCI or a BCI with another biosignal,
which is different from our approach.
One major goal is to bring the BCI technology to a level where
it can be used in a maximum number of scenarios in a simple
way. To achieve this, the hBCI must be able to operate reliably for
long periods, recognizing and adapting to changes. Reaching this
goal requires that many different subsystems in the hBCI are able
to work together. Examples are standard BCI processing, post-
processing (e.g., error potentials Schalk et al., 2000; Ferrez and
Millán, 2008), mental state recognition, artifact detection, adap-
tation of classiﬁers, surveillance of signal quality (including EEG
signals and those from additional input devices). All of this func-
tionality cannot be provided by one research institution alone. In
consequence, a collaboration between institutions is necessary to
achieve the goal of realizing the hBCI.
Achieving such a broad collaboration is not a simple task. Dif-
ferent research institutions and laboratories are using different
BCI systems. Some of those systems are freely available, others
are customized systems just used inside a single lab. But all of
thosesystemsprovidethecorefunctionalityneededtoformaBCI
system. As shown in Mason and Birch’s work (Mason and Birch,
2003),BCIsystemscanbeseparatedintoindividualmodulesinter-
connectedwithdifferentinterfaces.ManycurrentBCIsystemsare
built in this modular fashion providing an opportunity to intro-
duce a standard to interconnect different modules thus enhancing
interchangeability and facilitating cooperation. Such a standard-
ization attempt is furthermore in accordance with the ﬁndings
from Brunner et al. (2011), demonstrating a lack of standardiza-
tion in basic and clinical BCI research. Standardization would not
merely simplify collaboration; it would also bring BCI systems
closer to a potential end-user market.
2. STATE OF THE ART BCI PLATFORMS
To establish some kind of common ground, a common software
frameworkwasinvestigated.ThereforecurrentBCIsoftwaresolu-
tions such as BCI2000 (Schalk et al., 2004), BF++ (Bianchi et al.,
2003),FieldTrip2,rtsBCI(2004–2008),Open-ViBE(Arrouetetal.,
2005), and the recently published xBCI (Susila et al., 2010)w e r e
analyzed in more detail.
• BCI2000,basedonBorlandC++,consistsoffourtypesofmod-
ules: operator,source,signal processing,and application. These
modules can be combined into an online BCI system. Mod-
ules are implemented to run as stand-alone applications and
exchange data via TCP/IP, even when running on the same PC.
2http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/ﬁeldtrip
• The Body Language Framework (BF++) is a real-time set of
C++ software libraries which implements the BCI dynamic
model described in Quitadamo et al. (2008). With BF++ one
can implement, analyze, and optimize complete systems. The
NPXLab Suite, which is part of BF++, can perform several
powerful analyses on many physiological signals (ICA, spectral
analysis, averaging, etc.).
• FieldTrip is a Matlab toolbox for analysis of EEG and MEG
data. It is well-known for its ofﬂine analysis capabilities but
it also supports online analysis and experimentation. Brain-
Stream3 provides an easy way to design experiments and reuse
existing modules.
• rtsBCI is a toolbox for Matlab and Simulink for Windows. It
is based on the real-time Windows target provided by Mat-
lab. New modules can easily be developed graphically or with
m/c-mex-ﬁles.
• Open-ViBE consists of many modules written in C++ for
neuro-feedback and virtual reality. New modules can be added
to the framework as plug-ins. EEG data is acquired with a data
acquisition server and sent via TCP/IP.
• xBCI is a software framework to be used on multiple operat-
ing systems. It consists of several functional modules, such as
acquisition, storage, mathematical operations, signal process-
ing, network communication, data visualization, experimental
protocol,and real-time feedback presentation.With the help of
a GUI new systems can be developed.
All these systems have their advantages and disadvantages. How-
ever, many of the institutes involved in BCI research have their
own development and research environments, e.g., Reading BCI
(PortelliandNasuto,2008)orStrathclydeBCI(Valsanetal.,2009).
They might not want to switch over to another system,but would
still proﬁt from the easy exchange of existing processing modules
bluewithotherinstitutionswhithoutextensiveprogrammingand
adaptation effort. It is not the goal of this work to establish an
entirely new BCI software because there are already a myriad of
softwaresolutions.Instead,thegoalistoprovideacommonarchi-
tecture based on a standardized data acquisition module for EEG
and other signals and standardized interfaces. These interfaces
allowforaneasyconnectionof anymodules(e.g.,classiﬁers,post-
processors, ...) to existing software without requiring a special
environment as is the case with existing solutions.
3. CONCEPT OF THE HYBRID BCI
The proposed design (see Figure1) is based on the model already
suggested by Mason and Birch (2003). The model consists of
modules like data acquisition, different signal processing mod-
ules, multimodal fusion, and shared control with the application
interface. These modules are interconnected with different inter-
faces.Thesignalﬂowcanbeexplainedinthefollowingway:signals
[either from EEG, other biosignals like electromyogram (EMG),
or from assistive devices] are acquired via different hardware and
hardware interfaces (USB port, data acquisition cards, ...) and
provided for further use. This is realized with the SignalServer
3http://www.brainstream.nu
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FIGURE 1 | Design sketch of the hBCI. Raw control signals from the user
(EEG, assistive devices, other biosignals) are collected by the SignalServer
which provides those signals in a standardized way to whatever client may
connect to it.This connection is realized viaTiA. Entering the classic signal
processing pipeline as well as other signal processing modules several single
control signals are generated.ThroughTiC the fusion module receives those
signals and generates one control signal. Sent viaTiC to the shared control
the application receives control commands.The application itself is equipped
with sensors and intelligence so that the user environment can support the
user’s control signal. ViaTiD events and messages can be sent back to the
SignalServer to keep information from, e.g., classiﬁers within the processing
pipeline. A BCI operator system setup (BOSS) module will help with
conﬁguration and starting different modules. A supervisor always has the
possibility to overrule decisions and perform necessary actions.
which is explained in Section 1. From here, data can be processed
(e.g.,inacommonBCIsignalprocessingchain,mentalstatemon-
itoring,errorpotentialrecognition,EMGartifactdetection,switch
signal quality check, ...) and different control signals are fed to
the multimodal fusion module. The task of this module is to
decide which control signal (or classiﬁcation result) is best suited
to controlling the application. This means that, having (i) a BCI-
based on, e.g., sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) for left/right hand
motor imagery (MI) classiﬁcation (for more details see exemplar-
ily Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 2001; Wolpaw et al., 2002; Millán
et al.,2010),(ii) an artifact detection algorithm,and (iii) a control
signal from a joystick, the fusion decides which control signal is
used to control the application. The BCI output can be blocked if
artifacts are found in the EEG, in which case the joystick is used
instead. Decisions can be based on static or dynamic rules. The
ﬁnal control signal then goes on to the shared control block. This
modulealsoreceivesinformationfromtheenvironmentandhelps
to control the application in the most appropriate way.
The main question here is how the subject might control a
complex application by means of an uncertain channel such as a
BCI.Ananswertothisfundamentalissueisthewell-knownshared
controlapproach(Flemischetal.,2003;Vanhooydoncketal.,2003;
Goodrich et al.,2006). The cooperation between a human and an
intelligent device allows the subject to focus their attention on a
ﬁnal target and ignore low-level details related to the execution
of an action. For instance, in the case of a BCI-based telepres-
encerobottheintroductionof thesharedcontrolhelpstheuserto
reachthetargetinlesstimewithalowernumberof commands.In
this case the role of shared control is to take care of the low-level
details related to the navigation task (e.g., obstacle detection and
avoidance; Wolpaw, 2007).
3.1. INTERFACES
Theinterfacesarethemostimportantpartof thehBCI,facilitating
a standardized communication between different blocks indepen-
dentlyfromthechosenplatformandsoftwarelanguage.Currently,
many BCI laboratories have their own techniques to perform
data processing. Therefore, common methods to exchange data
between different components have to be established. However,
a speciﬁcation which only describes the format of the data to be
exchanged between components is not adequate in this case. To
achievetruemodularity,waystotransmitandexchangedatamust
be deﬁned as well. Three types of viable data exchange methods
exist:(I)exchangeofdatawithinthesameprogramminglanguage,
(II) exchange within the same computer but between different
programming languages, and (III) exchange between different
computers (see Figure 2).
• I: The fastest and most efﬁcient way to exchange data is within
thesameprogram.Becausetherearenorestrictions,thereisalso
no compatibility with other components. This data exchange
method can be a Matlab/Simulink connection as well as a C++
system call. If preprocessing, feature extraction, and classiﬁ-
cation are connected with method I, then only the interface
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deﬁnitions for TiA (Tobi interface A), TiC, and TiD have to be
obeyed.
• II:Afastwayfordataexchangeonlocalsystemscanbeachieved
byusingsharedmemory.Datatobesharedisstoredinadeﬁned
memory region and other processes are able to read and write
from and into that memory.
• III: This method of data exchange is introduced to allow dis-
tributed processing. Data is sent over the network using TCP
or UDP. As this data exchange method also supports local data
exchange,it has been implemented ﬁrst. For interfaces TiA and
TiB raw data transfer methods will be used to reduce network
load.
The deﬁnition of all interfaces between different components is
a critical step toward the goal of being able to exchange modules
without any modiﬁcations to other parts of the hBCI system.
Figure 2 shows the different interfaces TiA–TiD with different
communication layers. At present, TiA, TiC, and TiD have been
implemented using layer III communication (network).
3.1.1. InterfaceA–T i A
TiA represents an interface developed to transmit raw biosignals
(e.g., EEG) and data from simple user driven devices like buttons
andjoysticks.Itisaclient-serverbasedsystemwithoneserverand
the possibility to attach multiple clients. The client-server com-
munication is divided into (i) a control connection and (ii) a raw
data transmission stream. The control connection is only used to
transmit meta information from the server to the client and to
exchange control commands, both using XML messages. The raw
data connection is unidirectional from the server to the client and
is used to transmit acquired data in a binary form as a continuous
data stream. Up to now,the whole client-server communication is
realized via network sockets.
3.1.2. InterfaceB–T i B
At present, there is no existing speciﬁcation of the standardized
interface TiB, as some BCI systems have a very tight coupling
between feature extraction and classiﬁcation (see Figure 2). Fur-
thermore, TiB was not classiﬁed as urgent at this development
stage, as most BCI labs are using their own unique processing
FIGURE 2 | Interfaces of the hybrid BCI with different layers. (I)
Exchange of data within the same program. (II) Shared memory data
exchange. (III) Network (UDP ,TCP) connection.
chains from preprocessing to classiﬁcation and only feed data into
this chain and get results out of it.
3.1.3. InterfaceC–T i C
Interface C was designed to connect the classiﬁer-like modules of
the hBCI to multimodal fusion (Section 3) or other higher-level
modules.Theclassiﬁeroutputsarepairsof valuesandlabels.Con-
sideringthemostcommonlyusedclassiﬁerintheliterature(foran
overview see Wolpaw et al., 2002), following value types are used:
• avectorof distances(e.g.,lineardiscriminantanalysisformotor
imagery)
• a vector of probabilities (e.g., bayesian classiﬁer for motor
imagery)
• a scalar (e.g., regression for motor imagery)
• binary selections (e.g.,step wise linear discriminant analysis for
P300 signals)
This interface handles only high-level data that is routed through
different modules at reduced speed, typically below 50Hz, and
uses a general, platform independent, and high-level communi-
cation based on XML messages over a TCP/IP network. As data
complexity at TiC is higher and it should be possible to add new
classiﬁcation results easily, this communication is realized in an
XML oriented packet style.
3.1.4. InterfaceD–T i D
DuringBCIexperimentsdifferent“events”likeanacousticbeepor
a cross on a computer monitor might occur. Furthermore,signals
from e.g., an external trigger line might indicate external triggers,
alsocalled“markers.”Accuratetiminginformationofmarkersand
events and its distribution are crucial within BCI systems. There-
foreTiDwasdeveloped,fulﬁllingtheserequirements.TiDisbased
on a bus system. Clients can attach themselves to this bus if they
have to deal with events. Otherwise, they can ignore these events.
To ensure proper timing with the acquired data, every TiD mes-
sage is equipped with a timestamp. To enhance compatibility to
existingsystems,messagefamilieswereintroduced(e.g.,gdf event,
BCI2000 event...). In Figures 1 and 2, the TiD bus is visible.
BCIsarebasedontimecriticalinformation,therefore,aninter-
face has to be provided to ensure the current ﬂexibility of today’s
BCI system. Markers and events are handled with interface TiD.
EveryTiDmessageisequippedwithatimestamptoallowaproper
association between an event and the processed data. To enhance
compatibility to existing systems, message groups are planned to
beused(e.g.,gdf event,BCI2000event...).InFigures1and2,the
TiD bus is visible.
3.2. MODULES
ThissectionexplainsallmodulesshowninFigure1andconnected
through the interfaces introduced in the previous section.
3.2.1. SignalServer
To meet the requirements for building a hBCI-based on different
kinds of inputs, e.g., EEG and a joystick signal, a data acquisition
system called “SignalServer” was implemented (Breitwieser et al.,
2011). The SignalServer is able to acquire multirate data from dif-
ferent hardware devices simultaneously. It utilizes TiA to deliver
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the acquired data in a standardized way to facilitate the possibility
of interconnecting different BCI systems,independent of the data
acquisition method normally used.
Figure 3 shows the main functionality principle of the Sig-
nalServer. Different clients can connect to the server at runtime to
get data from different hardware devices.
3.2.2. Signal processing chain
All acquired signals can be fed to speciﬁc signal processing
chains. For example,EEG signals get preprocessed,features can be
extractedandclassiﬁedresultinginaBCIcontrolsignal.Alsomen-
tal monitoring and quality check modules can be included here.
But also all non-EEG signals, which are used for the hBCI con-
trol can be manipulated here. By using interface TiC, all resulting
signals are forwarded to the fusion.
3.2.3. Fusion
Generally, the fusion module receives classiﬁcation information
(probabilities,classlabels,regressionvalues,...)fromasetofpro-
cessing modules. Several BCI classiﬁers or even several different
BCIs(e.g.,motorimagery,P300,errorpotential,...)togetherwith
the estimation of other biosignals (like EMG, ...) and even assis-
tive devices (like switches) can be merged. But also, in the most
simple case, fusion does not exist and the classiﬁer output goes
directly to the application.
In Figure4,an example with two BCI classiﬁers and one EMG
classiﬁer is given. In this case the inputs are the probabilities p(x)
of all the preceding classiﬁcation modules and the fused prob-
ability p(x) is the output. The output of the fusion is –like the
input– based on interface TiC and is used as input to the shared
control or to control the BCI feedback (if no shared control is
used).
Thesimplestfusionwouldbeaswitchbetweentheinputchan-
nelswithweightsw at0and1.Firstresultsforbrainandmuscular
activities were already reported (Leeb et al., 2010). In the imple-
mentation shown in Figure 4, a hierarchical approach with static
rules is given, which we have already tested with two fusion tech-
niques in (Leeb et al., 2011). The ﬁrst approach used equally
balanced weights between the classiﬁers. The second one applied
the naïve Bayesian fusion approach (Rogova and Nimier, 2004).
There, we could restrict the fusion to the same timing (all classi-
ﬁers were running at the same sampling rate) and resolution of
the input space (both were producing probabilities).
Multimodal fusion techniques facilitate the combination of
brain control with other residual motor control signals and can
thereby achieve better and more reliable performances. Currently,
a static approach is used, but the weights could also update
dynamically based on the reliability of these input channels, or
the conﬁdence/certainty the system has on its outputs. Generally,
these weights can be estimated from supervision signals such as
cognitive mental states (e.g.,fatigue,error potentials) and physio-
logical parameters (e.g., muscular fatigue). Another way to derive
the weights is to analyze the performance of the individual chan-
nels in achieving the task (e.g., stability over time, inﬂuence of
noise,...).
3.2.4. Shared control
Theroleof thesharedcontrolmoduleistocontextualizetheuser’s
intents in the current environment in order to support him/her in
the control of an external application.
FIGURE 3 |Working scheme of the data acquisition server. Clients can
connect to the server and will be conﬁgured through control messages, sent
in XML format. After conﬁguration, acquired data will be sent to every
attached client usingTCP or UDP , dependent on the client’s requirements.
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To do that, the ﬁrst task of the shared control is to man-
age all the high-level information coming from the user and
the application (environment related messages). For the user-
shared control connection, the message’s format is deﬁned by
TiC. For the application-shared control interface, the format
is strictly application dependent. Generally, these messages are
named events.
Secondly,thesharedcontrolhastocomputetheeventsreceived
in order to send the ﬁnal command to the application. Static rules
inside the module (application dependent) are in charge of this
task.However,thesameconceptof sharedcontrolmaybeusedfor
different kinds of applications (communication, neuroprosthetic
control).
The most natural example for an explanation is the control of
a mobile platform (telepresence). In this case, the role of shared
control is to help the user in the navigation task by taking care
of all the low-level decisions (i.e., obstacle avoidance). Figure 5
shows the general concept behind the implementation of shared
control for this speciﬁc device. Here, we can deﬁne the following
FIGURE4|F usion principle of several BCI classiﬁers and one muscular
channel to one hBCI control signal. p(x), probability; w1, w2, w3, weight
of the fusion rule.
FIGURE5|S c hema of shared control module.This ﬁgure shows an
example of shared control for a mobile device. However, the same schema
can be used for different kinds of applications/devices.
event generators: BCI driven by the user’s intent and sensors on
the device that provide environmental information. The shared
control collects all these events deﬁning the device’s current status
in the environment. The protocol is totally asynchronous and the
computation of the new event-based situation is triggered by the
arrival of new events. As soon as a new command is decided, the
shared control sends it to the device that executes the action.
In this way, the shared control allows the user to focus his/her
attention on the ﬁnal destination and ignore low-level problems
related to the navigation task.
3.3. FEEDBACK
Feedback is very important in brain-computer interfacing. There-
fore, research institutions tend to put a great deal of effort into
developingtheirown,oftenveryspeciﬁc,feedbacksystems.Often,
feedback is provided visually with the help of a computer screen,
or by the application itself (e.g., robotic arm). Feedback can also
be auditory via beep tones or music tunes, or even tactile.
There are many different programming languages currently
usedfortherealizationof thosespeciﬁcfeedbacksystems.Consid-
ering these circumstances,we incorporated the pythonic feedback
framework Pyff4 (Venthur et al., 2010). It allows for easy and
quick implementation of feedback applications, particularly for
BCI and other biofeedback applications. It introduces a standard-
ized communication layer between the application and the data
source (BCI), which enables the experimenter to switch between
different feedbacks using the same BCI setup. It supports input
data in TiC format, thereby providing access to all the packaged
feedback applications.
3.4. PROOF OF CONCEPT
Themaingoalof theproof of conceptwastoshowthemodularity
of the hBCI system and to show how easily different components
could be combined using interfaces TiA–TiD.
At the time of the demonstration experiment, seven different
laptopswereconnectedbasedonthisconceptandeachhostedone
specialmoduleof thehBCI.Thenoveltyherewasthatallmodules
werefromdifferentBCIlabsandwereinterconnectedthroughthe
new interfaces. The remaining interfaces TiB and TiD,which were
notdeﬁnedbeforetheproof of concept,werenotusedbecausethe
BCI chains were not split up. The schema of this setup can be seen
in Figure 6. The modules/computers in use were as follows:
• EEG ampliﬁer: a g.USBamp (g.tec, Graz, Austria) was used to
record the EEG from the subject. Only one Laplacian channel
overlying the vertex (Cz) was used.
• SignalServer: here, the settings for the ampliﬁer were conﬁg-
ured and data was acquired constantly. Data was provided for
any number of clients that could connect to the server via TCP
or UDP.
• SMR BCI: this core module of the hBCI system performed
BCI-based on SMR and a linear discriminant analysis clas-
siﬁer was used to detect ERS (event related synchronization)
after the imagination of feet movements, as, e.g., described in
Pfurtscheller and Neuper (2001).
4http://www.bbci.de/pyff
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• Artifact detection: here,a simple noise detection was applied to
detect high amplitudes of EMG within the recorded EEG. Each
detection of artifacts was sent to the following fusion module.
• Fusion: the fusion performed here was very simple. A detected
artifact would inhibit the classiﬁer output of the SMR BCI
FIGURE6|S c hema of the hybrid BCI demonstration setup. Each block
indicates a computer, connected over a LAN connection usingTiA andTiC.
and thereby avoid unwanted commands caused by noisy
data.
• Operator feedback (Pyff): the actual output of the classiﬁer
was permanently displayed with a liquid cursor (Kaufmann
et al., 2011) implemented in Python. Only during periods of
noisy data the feedback was inhibited and the feedback was on
standby.
• Application and realistic feedback: the BCI was used to con-
trol the movement of an avatar’s arm, visualized on a large
screen.Thisarmcouldonlybecontrolledwithartifact-freeBCI
commands.
Both types of feedback were connected to the system to show the
possibility of attaching multiple clients.
4. RESULTS
4.1. SIGNALSERVER
The SignalServer is designed to support various data acquisition
sources. A list of supported devices can be found in Table 1.N o t
every device mentioned in Table 1 is supported on every platform
due to limited driver availability. Generic devices are supported
across all platforms.
Every implementation was tested in short and long-term runs
withregardstopossiblememoryleaksandstability.Bothblackand
whiteboxtestswereperformed.Wherepossible,singlecomponent
tests were also carried out.
The implementation was stable in all of the applied tests as
well as during longer runs of more than 12h (for more details see
Breitwieser et al., 2011).
4.2. INTERFACES: PLATFORM AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW
Beside the SignalServer, also the implementations of three of the
introduced interfaces, namely TiA, TiC, and TiD exist. In Table 2
an overview of different platforms and environments for all inter-
faces is given. As all currently implemented interfaces’ base code
is written in C++ with platform independent libraries, porting
to another platform is generally possible without elaborate code
adjustments.InterfaceTiBiscurrentlynotimplementedandused.
WindowsXPandUbuntu9.04werechosenastargetplatforms.
A ﬁrst release of the SignalServer and the TiA can be down-
loaded from http://bci.tugraz.at.
Table 1 | List of devices supported by the SignalServer (modiﬁed from Breitwieser et al., 2011).
Name Manufacturer Type Implementation Testing
g.USBamp g.tec (GugerTechnologies, Graz, Austria) Multipurpose biosignal DAQ Done Done
g.Mobilab g.tec (GugerTechnologies, Graz, Austria) Mobile biosignal DAQ Done Done
Generic joysticks Independent Aperiodic user input Done Done
Software sine generator – Testing signals Done Done
Generic mouse Independent Aperiodic user input Done Done
BrainVision BrainAmp Series Brain Products (Gilching, Germany) Multipurpose biosignal DAQ Done Done
g.BSAmp g.tec (GugerTechnologies, Graz, Austria) Multipurpose biosignal DAQ Done In progress
DAQ card National Instruments (Austin,TX, USA) Multi I/O card Done In progress
Generic keyboard Independent Aperiodic user input In progress Planned
NIRScout NIRx MedicalTech., LLC. (Glen Head, NY, USA) NIRS daq system In progress Planned
Adjustable EEG simulator – Testing signals Done Done
g.USBamp (Linux) g.tec (GugerTechnologies, Graz, Austria) Multipurpose biosignal DAQ Planned Planned
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Table 2 | Current implementation status of all interfaces regarding their environment and platform (srv, server; clt, client; Lx, Linux;Win,
Windows).
TiA TiB TiC TiD
srv clt srv clt srv clt srv clt
C++ Lx Ok Ok – – Ok Ok Ok Ok
W i nO kO k– – O kO kO kO k
Python Lx x x – – Ok Ok – –
Win x x – – Ok Ok – –
Matlab Lx x Ok – – Ok Ok Ok Ok
Win x Ok – – Ok Ok Ok Ok
Simulink Lx x Ok – – Ok Ok Ok Ok
Win x Ok – – Ok Ok Ok Ok
“Ok” means that functionality is available and is tested; “x” means that it is not available yet, but porting from another platform/environment is possible; and “–”
means that there is no implementation work done yet.
4.3. PROOF OF CONCEPT
The demonstration was a success because the combination of all
the different modules from different research labs was very simple
and was accomplished after only a few minutes of preparation.
Interface TiA worked without any problems and the clients could
connect to the SignalServer easily. Interface TiC also worked suc-
cessfully as the XML deﬁnition it used was already compatible
with the different programs in the system. The basic version of
fusion gave a ﬁrst impression of active signal selection. In the
future, more sophisticated rules, dealing with more inputs and
more complicated inputs, have to be generated.
Figure7presentstherunningdemonstrationsetup,whereeach
laptop represents a block in Figure 6. A Movie S1 that shows
the functionality of the system in action can be found in the
Supplementary Material.
The complete system worked without any problems during the
whole demonstration period, which took place over a period of
more than an hour. All the components involved behaved stably
throughout.
Wewanttohighlightagainthatallmoduleswerefromdifferent
labs and not specially designed to be used together.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This work introduces a general framework to establish a so-called
hybrid BCI including a set of interface deﬁnitions. This new BCI
architecture should easily enable researchers to include modules
from other researchers in their own systems,independently of the
particular operating systems and development languages they are
using. This new concept also offers the possibility to include not
only biosignals from one source (as usually EEG, EMG,...) but
also from other input devices like standard mice and keyboards,
and most important assistive devices.
Besidetheintroductionof thefourinterfacestheconceptof the
hBCI includes also two new important modules, namely fusion
and shared control. Whereas fusion is necessary to form the con-
trol signal ﬁnally generated by the hBCI, the shared control uses
this control signal as well as information from the application
environment to improve the application control.
FIGURE 7 |This picture was taken during the demonstration of the
proof of concept. Here, all connected computers, forming a demo hybrid
BCI, are visible.The ﬁrst was used for data acquisition, running the
SignalServer, and the next two were used to build an SMR BCI and an
artifact detection. Laptop number four was a very simple implementation of
fusion. Laptops ﬁve and seven formed together the visual feedback,
presented on the screen (control interface and feedback application).The
sixth laptop showed an additional operator feedback which was not
presented to the subject.
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The proof of concept has shown that by applying the proposed
interfaces a hBCI could be set up by using modules from different
research labs. This is of very special importance, because all those
moduleswereimplementedindifferentlanguagesandrunningon
several operating systems.
Initialscientiﬁcpapersusingthegeneralapproachhaverecently
appeared. Leeb et al. (2011) uses this principle of an hBCI to fuse
EMG and EEG activity. The multimodal fusion approach yielded
to a more accurate and stable control compared to a single signal
use. Kreilinger et al. (in revision) uses the concept for a com-
binedEEGandjoystickcontrol.ThehBCIswitchesbetweeninput
signals depending on the quality. It was shown that a combina-
tion of both input signals results in a longer application duration
whenartiﬁcialnoisesmakethejoysticksignalunusable.Inarecent
paperbyToninetal.(2011)atelepresencerobotwascontrolledby
applying the hBCI concept including fusion and shared control.
Remarkably, the patients – novel to the task – achieved levels of
performancesimilartothoseof agroupof healthyuserswhowere
familiar with the task. It is important to also mention that hBCI
systems like those recently described in the review of Pfurtscheller
et al. (2010),are all realizable with this hBCI concept.
5.1. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our work on the hBCI and the general framework forms the basis
for a set of standards in BCI software. Our goal is to release the
speciﬁcation for all four interfaces, which would allow for inter-
operability of both in-house, open-source and closed-source BCI
software packages. Our motivation is a wider and easier integra-
tionandcollaborationofdifferentlabsinvolvedinBCIresearch,as
well as better hardware compatibility. In addition, a standardized
BCI system could potentially facilitate the comparison of differ-
ent systems and therefore also the results produced with these
systems – making a ﬁrst step toward standardized BCI metrics.
Applying the principle of standardized interfaces used for inter-
connection is one step to bring current BCI technology closer to
theend-usermarket.Furthermore,asmentionedinBrunneretal.
(2011), the proposed framework would reduce the problem of
standardization in basic and clinical BCI research.
5.2. EXPECTATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND RESTRICTIONS
ThehBCIpresentedwithinthisworkusingstandardizedinterfaces
forinformationdistributionprovidesapowerfulwaytobuildand
interconnect BCI systems. However, it is not a BCI system itself.
The modules forming a BCI,as shown in Mason and Birch’s work
(Mason and Birch,2003),have to be implemented individually or
could potentially be taken from another BCI system that supports
thementionedinterfaces.Additionally,thesuccessoftheproposed
frameworkisalsocoupledtoacertainacceptanceanddistribution
withintheBCIﬁeld.Greaterdistributionobviouslyincreasescom-
patibility within BCI research; collaboration would become easier
and research would be accelerated.
Furthermore, a growing community would potentially also
increase the amount of contributions to the reﬁnement of the
standards and the currently written code libraries.
We expect, by providing this hBCI concept, which integrates
common assistive devices with different types of BCI,mental state
monitoring,andadaptation,userswillbeabletousetheirassistive
system throughout the whole day with a high-level of accuracy,
and BCI systems will become real assistive devices.
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